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Under these circumstances, it is clear that F is a blanket with

domain

Z Af.
/Eft

We state the following theorem, the proof being omitted since it is

somewhat lengthy, although straightforward.

7.2. Theorem, i/ F is the union of such a countable family of blankets

ÎÎ that
(i) f£® implies f is <p-pseudo-strong;

(ii) the domains of the members of $ are disjointed ;

then F is <p-pseudo-strong.

This theorem insures that the blanket F enjoys the same differ-

entiability properties as the members of $ themselves.
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1. Introduction. Huff [l] treated polynomial sets {y„(x)} defined

by a generating function,

00

(1) <t>(t)f(xt) = Z yn(x)tn,

in which

A bntn A an(xt)n
(2) 0(0 = £ — ;      f(xt) = T,-±j->

„=o   n\ n-o      n\

with the restriction that neither bo nor any of the a„ can be zero. He

proved, among other things, a theorem (his 2.1) which states a

necessary and sufficient condition that the (y„(x)} above be of

Sheffer A-type k. For definitions of A-type and a basic treatment

of the important Sheffer classifications, see [2].

Starting with Huff's theorem, we shall obtain for {y„(x)} to be of
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Sheffer A-type A, a necessary and sufficient condition in the desirable

form of a simple restriction upon the generating function in the defini-

tion of the polynomials.

2. Form of the generating function. Using the factorial function

(a)n, so common in hypergeometric notation, we can restate Huff's

theorem as follows:

Theorem 1. A set of polynomials {yn(x)} defined by (1) and (2) above

is of Sheffer A-type A if, and only if, constants y0, 7i, • ■ • , 7*, with
7*5^0, exist such that, if q's are defined by

(3) aBq0qi ■ • ■ çs_i =1; s = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

then qo=yo, and

k

(4) ?, = Z (-*)<(- l)*yi; 5=1,2, ■••, A.

Starting with Theorem 1 we shall prove the result:

Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that the set of poly-

nomials {yn(x)}, defined by il) and (2) above, be of Sheffer A-type A is

that the fixt) in (1) and (2) be a hypergeometric function with A de-

nominator parameters and no numerator parameters, namely,

fixt) = oFki-;ßi,ß2, ■ ■ ■ ,ßk\o-xt),

in which er is a nonzero constant.

Proof. First, assume that the set {y„(x)} is of Sheffer A-type A.

Let the sequence of numbers 70, 71, • • • , yk, with 7*^0, be that

whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 1. Define the numbers

ßi, ß2, • • • , ßk by the identity in x,

(5) 7*11(0/+*) -¿(-«M-l)4*.
j'=l ¿=o

The q, of Theorem 1 is given by (4) which, in view of (5), can be

written

(6) qs = ytU(ßi+s); j = 0, 1,2, ••• .
3=1

From (6) we obtain by multiplication

(7) ÏÏ ?. = yl n ißi)~
i-0 J=l
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But, by (3),

so that

(8)

«» = I n ?.J .

On =  y7 F IT ißi)*\

From (8) and (2) it follows at once that

(9) f(xt) = oFk(- ; ßi, ßiy---,ßk; xt/yk).

Next suppose that the set of polynomials {y„(x)} is defined by a

generating function of the stipulated kind,

00

(10) d>(t)f(xt) = 0(OoF*(- ; ft, ßi, • • • , ßk\ ext) = X; yn(x)t",
„-0

in which <p(t) is analytic and not zero at t = 0. We need to show that

the y's of Theorem 1 exist.

The q's may be defined successively by (3) above; that is,

k

qs = at/a,+i = <t_1II (ßj + s),
í«i

in terms of the given ß's. The y's are now defined by yo = q0 and

h

(H) qs = Z (-*)<(-1)*Y<; s=l,2,---,k.
1=0

Indeed, the explicit solution of equations (11) is

(12) 7. = Z -^—- ; i - 0,1, • • •, k.
8=o   s\(i — s)l

Equation (12) may be neatly expressed in symbolic notation by

(13) ilyi = (q - iy.

That the y i of (12) satisfy (11) can be shown by direct substitution

with rearrangement of finite series, here omitted.

The polynomials defined by (10) are given explicitly by

" bn-iaixi
(14) yn(x) = Z -'

ti (n- i)\i\(ßi)i(ß2)i--- (ßi)i

with b's given by (2). In the definition [2] of the Sheffer A-type of a
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set of polynomials, a dominant role is played by a differential operator

/, defined in Sheffer's paper. The J for our y„(x) is the finite operator

k

(15) /= 22yiX{Di+x,
t'=0

in which D=d/dx and 7,- are those of equation (12). For the / of

(15), Jxn = nqn-ixn~'i, from which it follows that Jyn(x) =y„_i(x).

It will be useful in certain investigations now under way to have

noted here that, if 0(0 is itself a hypergeometric function with p

numerator parameters and r denominator parameters,

(16) 0(0 = pFr(ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , ap; ej, e2, • • • , er; p0,

then the y nix) are hypergeometric polynomials with (r +1) numerator

parameters and (p+k) denominator parameters, namely,

(17) y„(x) = 0nF

with

■«, 1 — ii — », • • • , 1 — c, — »;

(-\y+r+lcx/p

— «i — », • • • , 1 — <xp — n, ßi, - - - , ßk',

(ai)n(a2)n ■ ■ ■ (ap)np"

0n   =
nl(ei)n ■ • • (er)„

Equation (17) follows readily from (14) and the relation

(«)„_,-= (-l)¡(a)n/(l - a-n)i.
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